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***

Guest is Matthew Ehret, a journalist, lecturer and historian. He is founder of the Canadian
Patriot Review and the Rising Tide Foundation. He is the author of Untold History of Canada
series.

This session is about the threat of martial law today, but with an empowering spin.

In detail:

How  the  oligarchy  created  a  controlled  demolition  of  the  financial  system  in
1929, imposed shock therapy onto the
American  people  and  pushed  eugenics  &  fascism  as  “Economic  miracle
solutions” between 1930-1934.
A level-headed analysis of Trump’s presidency and his political efforts in light of
the modern depopulation/ de�industrialization campaign, without demonizing or
glorifying him.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram and
Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to repost and share widely Global
Research articles.
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The Clash of the Two Americas

Vol. 1 & 2

by Matthew Ehret

In his new two volume series The Clash of the Two Americas, Matthew Ehret introduces a
new  analysis  of  American  history  from  the  vantage  point  that  the  globally-extended
supranational  shadow  government  that  managed  the  British  Empire  was  never  fully
defeated and has acted within the USA itself since 1776 as a continuous multi-generational
fifth column managing every significant event and assassination of American presidents for
the next 250 years.

Click here to order.
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